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Intelligent led lamp



SL-1A   



SL-2A    



SL-3A   



SLSeries of solar energy integrated street mainly by: monocrystalline silicon solar panels, 
intelligent solar controller,
Quality lithium iron phosphate battery, high efficiency LED light source, one design.

Monocrystalline 
silicon solar panel
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Introduction



In the case of light radiation, the PV module uses solar radiation to generate 
electricity, convert light energy into electrical energy, use the intelligent 
controller to charge the input power of lithium iron phosphate battery, and 
the intelligent controller protects the battery from overcharge and 
overcharge. The lighting of the light source and lighting control for 
intelligent control, without manual operation.

working principle



Features

  Lamp efficiency>160lM/W。
Integrated design, easy installation, the components can be easily 

replaced maintenance, cost savings.
  The intelligent controller matches the PIR infrared or intelligent 

microwave sensor to ensure the effective lighting capability of the 
fixture.

  Using high efficiency monocrystalline silicon solar panels, lithium 
iron phosphate batteries

  Using a dedicated plug connector, color foolproof design, with anti-
fault and other functions.

 Using rotating arm, can be multi-angle adjustment, for different 
latitude and different forms of light pole installation requirements.

  Professional waterproof design, protection class IP66.
  Wind resistance rating: 65 m / s



Intelligent Infrared and Intelligent Microwave Sensor

Intelligent controller to match the infrared or intelligent microwave sensor, to ensure 
the effective lighting capabilities of the lamp.

SL-1A
With infrared sensor

Sensing distance 
within 6-8m

SL-2A/SL-3A
With intelligent 

microwave sensor
Sensing distance 
within 10-12m



Day No one at night 
induction

Feel at night when 
someone is 
sensitive

Intelligent control system
u As shown in the figure below, the intelligent control system 

can run effectively without interruption.

Night
Illuminance
<100lux ,it 
will turn on

Day time

Sensor time Somebody there Nobody

Auto turn off



A variety of stent selection, multi-angle adjustment

Suit for
SL-1A/SL-2A 

Suit for
SL-2A /SL-3A 

Suit for
SL-1A/SL-2A 

Suit for
SL-1A



Similar products luminous flux, lighting time comparison chart

u SL Series of integrated solar lights, with higher luminous 

flux and longer lighting time

ANTS SL-2A

2510LM

1230.9LM

1700.5LM

The lamp 
body is 
perforated
There is a 
water hazard
Affect 
battery life

IP54
There is 
water hidden 
danger

The lamp Brand Max power Luminous flux Disassembled 
or not

Other brand

Other brand



Using monocrystalline silicon solar panels

u ANTS SLSeries of solar street lamp monocrystalline silicon solar 

panels using one molding material, non-scrap material 

stitching, solar panel conversion rate is higher, faster charging.

u ANTS SLSeries of solar street lights, the use of monocrystalline silicon 

solar panels. Monocrystalline silicon solar panels, are generally used in 

space stations, satellites and so on. Its conversion efficiency than 

polysilicon solar panels 20% -30% higher.



Using lithium iron phosphate battery

u ANTS SLSeries of integrated solar 

street light, Using high efficiency 

lithium iron phosphate battery, high 

temperature performance, and can 

discharge large current, cycle life of 

more than 2000 times.

u In the market(other factory) is not 

suitable for high-current lithium-

ion battery discharge, high 

temperature performance is poor, 

there are hidden dangers, cycle life 

of 500-1000 times.

磷酸铁锂
循环寿命

三元锂
循环寿命

2000
次以上

500-1000次



2Using male and female plug connector design

Red and black: connect the battery
White Black: Connect the light source
Blue Black: Connect the solar panels

The lamp all the wire are used male and female plug connector, 
color foolproof design, with anti-wrong and other functions。



2Easy to replace internal parts

Light body without glue, easy 
maintenance, reliable structure,
Battery bracket fixed design, easy 
replacement of internal parts. (Solar 
panels, batteries, induction devices ...)

Other company productANTS SL-2A

Market similar products battery glue 
bonding,
Disassembly of violence, easy to 
deformation, can not be maintained,
Electronic component replacement is 
complex and time consuming.



3Degree of protection IP66

u Silicone ring waterproof technology, protection class up to IP66.

Other company's 
products ,the lamp body 
with holes into the water 
hidden dangers, by 
moisture, dust, etc., affect 
the battery and 
component life.



The surface of the lamp body is roasted

u The whole lamp with powder roasting process, bright and long 

time does not change color, the use of stainless steel parts, salt 

spray test up to 500 hours, anti-corrosion, to adapt to the harsh 

outdoor environment.



Wind resistance level：65m/s  certificate：JK-FG2016W018



SL-1A IES   

STREETLIGHT PHOTOMETRIC TEST REPORT
路灯光度测试报告

ISOCANDELA DIAGRAM
等光强曲线图



SL-2A IES   

ISOCANDELA DIAGRAM
等光强曲线图

STREETLIGHT PHOTOMETRIC TEST REPORT
路灯光度测试报告



SL-3A IES   

ISOCANDELA DIAGRAM
等光强曲线图

STREETLIGHT PHOTOMETRIC TEST REPORT
路灯光度测试报告



It is suitable for lighting, parks, schools, squares and other places 
where outdoor lighting is needed for roads, parks, factories and 
roads, parks, villages, mountains and remote areas.

Application


